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An Intervention into the Upper Realm
We have finally matured to the human level and have become free. That is why our perception of
reality will transform from a purely material one to an increasingly more spiritual one.
All of our machinery, workstations, and factories will become less material and more “transparent.”
Even today half of the people are already working at a computer keyboard. But what could they possibly
be producing there?
It’s clear what can be produced by working in the field, at a conveyor-belt, or by mining oil and coal. But
what can you create by striking the computer keys? Soon the whole world will sit by computer screens.
So will we be able to change the world through them?
In reality, this is how we create new matter, one that’s more spiritual. We will no longer need cars or
planes because everything will shift to this virtual form. In reality it doesn’t matter one bit in what form
we imagine everything. The most important thing is our effort, the Reflected Light we produce.
The Creator continuously moves upward, farther and farther away to give us the opportunity to expand
our intervention into the upper realm with our Reflected Light. This is the kind of movement upwards
we have begun from today onwards.
In reality, the entire difference is only man’s perception, his sensation of himself. In the past he was
forced to work by the egoistic desire to enjoy, but now his effort lies in preferring the Reflected Light
and bestowal over reception. This is called the human level.
In any case, one way or another, every person will work. The only question is: Will he do it unwillingly or
by his own desire? All of human history until today was also spiritual work, albeit unconscious. That is
how the Creator or nature had obligated us to work.
But now He no longer desires our slave labor. He wants us to become the same as He by ascending
above our nature and playing with it ourselves the way He once played with us. You have to look at
yourself from above and do the same thing to yourself that the Creator used to do. That is how you
become equal to Him.
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The Spiritual World Is Born Between Us
Many things have appeared and disappeared from this world as technology developed and replaced
them with more perfect things. However, now a different process is starting and soon all of these cars
and planes will disappear from our sensation and will lose all importance.
Only forces operate in the world: Direct Light and Reflected Light, together with the will to enjoy. And
this entire picture somehow appears to us on the screen in the reverse part of the brain.
That is why people’s workplaces are shifting to the computer keyboard. One might ask: What can they
possibly produce on it—clothing or a house? They create some kind of artificial values: respect, power,
scientific knowledge, and other things that are detached from bodily needs (food, sex, family). This is
how we create a connection between people, and these efforts are now being expressed in matter. The
only thing of importance is to produce Reflected Light, and if we can create it by playing with a
computer keyboard, then that’s enough!
The form of reality in which we live depends on us. If I start to see everything in the Reflected Light, then
I will connect the root with the branch and will see spiritual roots in the world that appears before me.
Then I will begin giving more importance to these spiritual roots than their material branches. This will
happen to such an extent that the material branches will gradually disappear from my perception
completely because I will activate my spiritual sensations more and more.
In the material world I use only what I need to support the life of my body, and I won’t need anything
more than that. That is how this world will become increasingly more transparent. However, this does
not depend on every person separately, but on the common correction of the world by virtue of all the
souls.
If our souls unite, they create the spiritual world between them! They will have a shared perception of
the Upper World and will feel the reality that is above this material reality, a billion times more powerful
than it. Even the first spiritual level is infinitely greater and more powerful than our world.
If we start feeling it, then it eclipses our world to us. Even now there are many details in the world that
we don’t notice. The desire to enjoy does not disappear to any place, but when all of humanity begins
building the common system of bestowal among everyone, meaning the place for the spiritual world,
then we will begin living in it and making it important!
We will raise the lower, material dimension to the spiritual level. That is to say, I start viewing the
material world as part of the spiritual world because I see the forces operating behind everything and do
not notice any matter as I did before. In relation to me the world turns into forces, and that means that
the world of Assiya and all the other worlds ascend until the very world of Infinity.
However, this does not work in relation to a separate person, but in relation to all humanity that is
starting to unite together into one common soul.
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